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Summary

Prior knowledge of coefficient of variation of study variate and information on
auxiliary character are used in developing some efficient estimators of mean of finite
population.lt is found that the proposed estimators are more efficient than simple
mean, ratio, regressicn and product estimator in mos (of the situations.
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1. Introdnction

Use of information on auxiliary character x highly correl^ed with the
character under study y to improve the estimate of mean Y of a finite
population is well recognised in literature as well as in practice. Some of
the important examples are ratio and regression methods of estimation.
Estimator* utilizing population coeflScient of variation (C.V.) of y have
been proposed by Searle [3],.Khan [2], Hirano [1] and others. Sisodia
and Dwivedi [4] modified the ratio estimator using C.V. of auxiliary
character. These estimators are no doubt more efficient than the simple
mean but the gain in efficiency is hardly appreciable. Assumption about
prior knowledge of C.V. of study variable is not uncommon in litera-
true. An investigator can obtaia approximately the value of C.V. of
study variable through his experience ia repeated surveys. In thi» paper,
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some estimators of population mean are proposed making use of auxili
ary information alongwith the knowledge of C.V. of the character under
study. Expected values and variances of these estimators are deduced.
The estimators, under optimum conditions, are compared with simple
mean, ratio, regression and product estimators. Further practicable
values for the optimum choices are suggested and the estimators thus
obtained are also compared.

2. Notations

Consider that a sample of size n is drawn by simple random sampling
without replacement from a population that consists of iV identifiable
units. Lety, and Cy respectively denote the sample mean, sample
C.V. and population C.V. for the character under study; y and C»» and
Cj, dMote t^ sample and population C.V. of the auxiliary character
Let Yand X denote the population mean of the characters y and x, res
pectively. Let and denote sample mean square error of x and y,
respectively. Similary Sl and Sy denote the population mean square
error of x and y. Let p be the coefflci^t of correlation between y and x,
6 = (]/« — 1/JV) and = [(a; — X)' (y — 7)®]. Assume that inform
ation on auxiliary character x on each unit of the population is avail
able and hence Cx can be determined. It is assumed that a prior know
ledge of Cv is available.

3. Proposed Estimators

The estimators of population mean Y are proposed utilising C,x, C,y,
and Cs.

3.1 Estimator 1

The first estimator of Y proposed is

= ^ + (0

where is a scalar quantity. It may be noted that this estimator is
consistent. Assume that

j = r + TQi

Sy=Sl + f\2
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X = X + Si

= S| + Sg

where E (vji) = E (via) = E (ej = E (€2) =0

Under the above assumptions, the estimator r, can be expressed as

I
*1 =- r + »)i +
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We now assume that 1ejsl 1, 1and 1 | are each less than
one so that their expansion is valid. Using the results of Sukhatme and
Sukhatme ([5], p. 194 and appendix II on p. 190) and neglecting the

terms of order -^where v>1(i.e. upto first order of approximation),
the expected value of can easily be obtained as follows :

' M'so If l^ia fio3
E iti) = 7 + J5:,0

L A-a
If l^.a
2 Vii,,X r)J1^02 y

Thus, the bias in is

R(t\~ nr 6 r _ —f VB(ti) K, . ^2 2V 7-

(2)

(3)

Under the aforesaid assumptions and the results of Sukhatme and
Sukhatme [5], the mean-square-error (MSB) of upto 0 (h'^) is

MSE(^) = 0 [S^ -f iCS + Q + 2 pC,C,) - 2K, YiQ + pC.Cy)]
(4)

Minimisation of MSB (ti) with respect to gives the optimum Ki =
Kwi) (say) as

r- ^ _ Y{ClCy)
- (Cl+ Ci + 2pC,C,) (5)
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and the minimum value of MSE (/j) = MSB (<i)o (say) is

§ w
Thisshows clearly that MSE Ui)^ will always be less than that of simple
mean It is interesting to notice that this is true even if the characters
are uncorrelated, i.e. p = 0 and moreover, there will be a 100% relative
gain in efficiency over simple mean in such a case if ^ = I and A'^
percent if ^ 9^ 1. This is so because known C.V. of y along with the
C.V. of Xis utilised in the estimator, which brings higher precision even
if P = 0.

Further, as 8 5 '̂ (I — p2) is the MSE of regression estimator and
A^Kl + A* + 2A p) will always be less than unity for 0 < p<l, will
always, under optimum condition (5), be more efficient than regression
estimator and hence than ratio estimator.

Choice of &nddeduced estimator

Since jt is difficult to achieve the optimum value Jfod) in practice
because Yand pare not known, we replace Cy by Cx and Fby in ATod)
and get

^D(i) = y (7)

Now, the proposed estimator with K-^ = 5>/2 will be investigated.

Let us call this estimator t'l. Thus

The bias and MSE /i to 0 are

B (f') = e
2L\ jra XY Y^ )

L/_'^ _ _ M'ii V

(8)

(9)
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and

_MSE (t'l) 0 = C' + Q - 2 pC, C,
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^ e Y^cj I 2pA (10)

Comparing t{ with'simple mean we have

3-.4* + 2p^>0

3
Or p >

2A
(11)

for t'l to be more efficient than simple mean. The above condition on p
is quite feasible in tie practice. The estimator will always be more
efficient than ratio estimator as it is evident from (10) that MSE of ratio
estimate is four times the MSE of .

On comparing regression estimator with fi, we find that the latter is
more efficient than the former if

A2 - 2p A - 3 + 4p''<0

i.e. p lies in the interval [-4 ± V3 (4 — A^)]/4.

the estimator t\ will be more efficient than product estimator if

3/l» + 10 p ^ + 3 > 0

3(1 + ^2)
i.e. p >

lOil

(12)

(13)

It is worthwhile to note that the above,inequality remains unaltered

when A is changed to -y, i.e. the inequality is symmetric in C» and C*.
Jl

Special ease : If we consider A = I, i.e. C« = Cy as may be expected,
for example, when and x denote values in two consecutive periods for
the same character, the inequality (11) reduces to p > —1 indicating
thereby t'l to be more efficient than simple mean whatever be the value
of p except when p = — 1. Similarly, p should lie between —0.5 and 1
for t\ to be more efficient than regression estimator and, p > —0.6 for
it to be more efficient than product estimator.
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3.2 Estimator 2

The sccond estimator of Yis proposed as

(14)

where is scalar quantity. Upto 0(«-i), the bias and MSB are obtain
ed as

B (t^) = 9 {^20 ^02 _ J_/^ H'sO _
Lz« ya (.03 7

/^08

)] (15)

MSB {t^) = 0 [S„^ + Kl (C» + C| - 2 p C„ Cy)

+ IK^ Y(Cy' - p a Cy)\ (I6)r

Minimising MSB (tz) with respect to K^, we get the optimum = iTofa)
(say) as

= _ y(c.' - p c. c.)
+ Q - 2pC, Cv

and the minimum MSB as

MSB (f2)o = 0 Y* (Q - p g C„)'
^ Q + Q - ipacy J

(17>

(18)

This shows that MSB (f2)o will always be less than the variance ofsimple
mean j>. This is true even if the characters are uncorrelated, i e. p= 0.
Moreover, there will be a 100 percent gain in efficiency if C, = Cv.
Further, if C« = ^ Cy, the gain in efficiency is proportional to IfA*.
MSB (^2)9 can further be simplified as

MSB (r2)o =
1+ - 2p4 (19)

Since 0' Sy (1 —p*) is MSB of regression estimator and A' I(1 + —
2pA) will always be less than unity for - 1 < p< 0, the proposed esti
mator will always be, under optimum condition (17). more efficient than
regression estimator and hence than product estimator.
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Choice of Kot.i) and deduced estimatot
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In this case replace C, by C* and y by in J^oca), and the choice for

^o(i) is

•^0(2) — ~ '2

Thus we get the estimator

Ca Cy )

To 0 (n~^), the bias and MSE of are

B ih') = _ ^67
L

_ -I- J_f - -J^V
XY 2 V l^aar Haoir ).

and

MSE (/i) = 0
ya

4
Q + Q + 2p C. Cy

(20)

(21)

(22)

(2.3)

We get the following conditions on correlation coefficient p for to be
more efficient as compared to the standard estimators.

No condition is required for to be more efficient than product esti
mator as MSE of product estimator is four times the MSE of ta. The
estimator t'a will be more efficient than simple mean, ratio estimator and
regression estimator, respectively, if

P <

P <

^2

2A

3 (1 + A')
lOA

and p lies in the interval [— A ± (4 — A)^]/4

(24)

(25)

(26)

Remarks Basically, the estimator (or t[) is proposed for the situa
tion where x is positively correlated withy while the estimator (or rj)
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is proposed for the situation where a; is negatively correlated with y. It is
very obvious from the results (see eq. 10 and 23) that no condition is
required for and rj to be more efficient than ratio estimator and pro
duct estimator, respectively. However, both the estimators t[ and/a canbe used in both the situations under certain conditions and can produce
result more efficient than regression estimator.

Now, if we examine the above listed conditions, then it is seen that:

(i) No condition is required for rj to be more efficient than product
estimator and its use will lead to 300% gain in efficiency.

(ii) For ^ > ], t2 will be more eflacient than simple mean for all value
of p. For ^ < 1. the upper limit of pdecreases but, however, there
IS still a wide range ofpfor which will be more efficient than
simple mean.

(iii) will also be more efficient than regression estimator in a wide
range of p. The range of p, however, decreases as A increases.

The efficiency of ti can also be similarly examined for different values
of It could easily be seen that the estimators rj and t', together cover
almost endre range ofpin which at least one of them will be more effici
ent than simple mean, ratio, regression and product estimators and gain
m efficiency is substantial. However, some specific recommendations
would be as follows :

(i) In general, and should always be preferred to ratio and pro
ductestimators, respectively.

(ii) If Alies between 0.5 and 1.5, then and should always be pre-
ferred, in general, to even regression estimator for 0 < p< "95 and
—0.95 < p < 0 respectively.
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